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Kumulate version 2 is here.
A more powerful, more intuitive core, new modules, sleek new
interface, flexible pricing models, and a suite of new functionality.
Here’s a quick look at some of them.

www.masstech.com

What’s

Kumulate v2 is the latest generation of the multi-award winning video & content storage
management platform. It builds on the same powerful and highly adaptable modular
structure, adding new modules (including our recently released Kumulate Gateway &
Kumulate Gallery), powerful functionality, and a next-gen, super-sleek interface. New
subscription-based pricing models make Kumulate the most flexible, agile storage
management solution for video-centric organizations.
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Intuitive new interface

New Workflow Orchestrator
A completely re-designed,
next-gen interface for
Kumulate modules for a
smoother, more intuitive
user experience

Enhanced storage locations

Automate workflows with
brand new templates, or
build your own with simple
drag and drop interface

Smart Reporting & Analytics

New interface & enhanced
functionality for easier
management of cloud
and on-premise storage
locations

At a glance dashboards give
overview of throughput,
capacity, performance and
failures, plus enhanced
reporting functionality.

Pricing that’s as flexible as the solution

Enhanced security and file validation

Now available via subscription-based pricing

Hash-checking to validate in-transit and at-rest files

Support for new Avid environments

AI & machine learning workflows

Integrates directly into all Avid environments,
including Avid Media Central UX

Seamless integration of AI & ML services into your
workflows

Significant under-the-hood enhancements
Improved REST API and completely overhauled infrastructure deliver
improved performance and seamless 3P integrations

Kumulate v2 is a free update for existing Kumulate, MassStore and FlashNet users. If you’d like to know more
about upgrading, please email info@masstech.com or contact your usual account manager.

Book a demo or schedule 15 minutes with an architect.
For more information visit www.masstech.com/kumulate
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